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ABSTRACT
Why are ongoing legal, design, and policy debates around information privacy often divorced from
the lived experience of everyday digital media use? This article argues that human emotion is a
critical but undertheorized element in users’ subjective sense of information privacy. The piece
advocates for a greater attention to the phenomenology of feeling and to the concept of “visceral”
design in information privacy scholarship, policy, and design practice.
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Information privacy and public feeling

In this article, I propose that human emotion is a critical
element structuring the divide between our individual mis-
givings about information privacy, and the challenges that
surround its protection in terms of lived experience, public
policy, and design. Though emotion lurks at the margins of
current popular and academic discussions regarding infor-
mation privacy and surveillance, it is rarely addressed as a
central factor in online privacy debates, particularly within
legal and policy circles. Yet two contemporary examples
suggest that our emotions are highly relevant to our pri-
vacy—and in a digital world, more pertinent than ever to
its preservation.

On March 16, 2013, several months before Edward
Snowden began to publicize the widespread domestic
surveillance activities of the National Security Agency
(NSA), security expert Bruce Schneier published an
opinion piece for CNN titled “The Internet Is a Surveil-
lance State” (Schneier 2013). Decrying the perceived lack
of public outrage toward rampant governmental and
commercial data mining, collection, analysis, and com-
moditization, Schneier concluded his piece in a particu-
larly downcast tone. “Welcome to an Internet without
privacy,” Schneier declared; “we’ve ended up here with
hardly a fight.” Against the technical and rhetorical
advances of Big Data analytics, American citizens had
seemed only sporadically willing to stand up for their
privacy rights, at least in the run-up to the Snowden
affair. Schneier’s pessimism may or may not be justified.

Yet his article was noteworthy not only for the facts
Schneier presented per se, but also for its negative senti-
ment: Closing in disillusionment, anger, and not a little
defeatism, the emotional mood of Schneier’s piece
seemed to foreclose even a modicum of social or techno-
logical space for change or resistance.

A second example is more recent, and perhaps more
infamous. In June 2014, the media picked up on the
results of a paper published in Proceedings of the
National Academy of Science (PNAS) by researchers
from Facebook and Cornell University. The authors
claimed that their experiment, which had slightly modi-
fied the positive or negative emotional content of more
than half a million Facebook users’ News Feeds, demon-
strated that feelings expressed online were “contagious”:
Users viewing happier content posted happier content
themselves and vice versa (Kramer, Guillory, and
Hancock 2014). The study provoked tremendous contro-
versy. Facebook was accused of manipulating the emo-
tions of its users in the name of scientific research and
corporate profit—“Prepare to have Facebook curate your
feed with the most emotional of your friends’ posts if
they feel you’re not posting often enough,” one report
warned (Hill 2014, online). Within the academy, the
study generated heated debate around research ethics
and social media, the role of institutional human subjects
review boards in overseeing studies using Big Data ana-
lytics, and the ubiquity of live A/B testing in user experi-
ence (UX) design. Yet fundamentally, the enormous
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outpouring of feeling grounding the controversy
stemmed from the fact that it was the emotions of indi-
viduals that had been tampered with without consent.
Angry users said so themselves: “‘They said, ’you can’t
mess with my emotions. It’s like messing with me. It’s
mind control’,’” Jeffrey Hancock, one of the authors of
the study, bemusedly admitted to The New York Times
(Goel 2014, online).

I seek to make the links between human emotion and
the legal, policy, and design facets of information privacy
explicit rather than implicit. Examining information pri-
vacy in relation to its objects of interest—ordinary people
using computers, smartphones, and other digital devices
in their daily activities—is central to making such an
analysis work. The ways in which digital media technolo-
gies influence our perceptions of information privacy are
inextricably tied to the ways these technologies modulate
our emotions in general: With a few exceptions (Taslitz
2002; Solove 2007; Nippert-Eng 2010; Andrews 2012),
these questions have been undertheorized in the infor-
mation privacy literature. Moreover, privacy scholarship
in fields such as behavioral economics and the law only
infrequently takes the interfaces and physical materials
of digital media technologies into account in explaining
privacy as a lived experience, underplaying their role in
constructing the individual’s subjective understanding of
privacy. It is vital that scholars of all stripes take these
domains seriously so that they can help policymakers in
crafting effective legislative and regulatory responses to
information privacy threats. It is also critical to bring
this scholarship into conversation with the designers of
digital media technologies, so that attention to human
emotion and privacy can be built together into digital
media artifacts and the broader systems in which they,
and we, live.

My argument proceeds in four parts. I first define and
advocate for the explicit inclusion of emotion as a matter of
concern in current scholarship on information privacy. I
subsequently provide a brief overview of how theories of
mediation drawn from computer science and digital media
studies provide a useful framework for concretizing emo-
tion’s role in shaping conceptions of privacy. I focus on the
centrality of the lived, phenomenological experience of pri-
vacy in the third part of the piece, and conclude by suggest-
ing legal, policy, and design interventions that will work in
tandem to protect individual privacy through engagement
with human feeling. Central to this final portion of the argu-
ment are the concepts of “data visceralization” and “visceral
privacy,” which I present as novel frameworks for bringing
empirical research, law, policy, and design together.
Throughout, I seek to strengthen the conceptual underpin-
nings of privacy research and point toward grounded, prag-
matic ways for technology designers, policymakers, and

ordinary people to feel differently about their privacy
online—and thereby act, legislate, and design differently
too.

Privacy and emotion in the age of big data

Emotion is a contested concept even within the disciplines
traditionally most directly concerned with its study—phi-
losophy, psychology, and neuropsychiatry. Related terms
such as feeling, mood, and affect can also cause confusion.
While a full rehearsal of these debates is beyond the scope
of this article, theories of emotion can be classed into three
broad categories. A first, organismic tradition in biology,
psychology, neuroscience, and some philosophical work
understands emotion as arising directly out of affects,
physical drives that are outside of conscious control and
that influence human thought, feeling, and behavior in
broadly universal patterns (Ekman and Friesen 1971; Saha-
kian et al. 2008; Massumi 2010; Prinz 2004). A second,
interactional school of thought has tended to focus on the
expression of emotions as socially and culturally specific
(Abu-Lughod and Lutz 1990). Finally, a third, interaction-
ist approach favored by a number of interdisciplinary
scholars contends that emotions spring from the dynamic,
emergent interplay of internal factors (biological, affective,
and psychological) and external ones (including social
context and environment)—a pragmatic splitting of the
causal difference that reads emotions as generative, trans-
formative, and situational to the material and social con-
texts in which we live (Boehner et al. 2007; Hochschild
2003). In her seminal book TheManaged Heart, sociologist
Arlie Russell Hochschild argues persuasively for the inter-
actionist ground: a model of emotion that is both dynamic
and reciprocal. While these debates are long-standing, the
interactionist perspective seems to convincingly incorpo-
rate the best of both theoretical worlds. For the purposes of
this article, I follow Deborah Gould’s useful definitions in
this vein: Emotions (or a term I use interchangeably for
them here, feelings) are affects—“nonconscious and
unnamed experiences of bodily energy and intensity”—
that become “actualized or concretized in the flow of liv-
ing” through language, embodiment, custom, and technol-
ogy (Gould 2010, 26). Yet our emotional responses are also
attuned to other actors, and vice versa: “Just as modern lin-
guists now examine language as it is used in social context,”
Hochschild writes, “so emotion, another sort of language,
is best understood in relation to its social context” (Hochs-
child 2003, 212n). In our everyday emotional lives, it
makes intuitive sense that our feelings are shaped by our
milieu, but also that affects push and pull our behaviors
and actions; emotions emerge as consciously reflected-
upon bodily sensations springing from a dynamic and
reflexive sense of self and others.
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Bruce Schneier’s lament notwithstanding, controver-
sies such as the aforementioned Facebook study suggest
that the digital mediation of emotions is of widespread
public concern—as are worries about information pri-
vacy. In its September 2013 survey “Anonymity, Privacy,
and Security Online,” the Pew Research Center found
that 86% of Internet users had tried to “minimize the vis-
ibility of their digital footprints” through a variety of
means, ranging from the use of encryption and obfusca-
tion techniques like providing false information, to clear-
ing cookies and Web browser histories (Rainie et al.
2013). Perhaps unsurprisingly, strong majorities also
reported desiring autonomy in determining who had
access to a variety of information about online behavior,
including the contents of e-mail and chat logs, the loca-
tions from which individuals used the Internet, and
searches performed and digital software applications
used.

The public, then, is indeed paying attention to infor-
mation privacy, and it has good reason to do so. In the
last decade, the integration of digital data collection into
everyday life has gone from speculative research to insti-
tutional fact (Dourish, Brewer, and Bell 2005). The Apple
Watch, wired refrigerators, thermostats, coffeemakers
and crock pots, and the wide array of sensors integrated
into smartphones are some examples of a trend toward
computing devices that are wearable, mobile, and con-
stantly connected to digital networks; specialized devices
like the Nike FitBit and similar software applications
track our gait, movements, sleep, blood sugar, and mood
(Purpura et al. 2011; Dimos 2012). Alongside these
mobile technologies have come new algorithmic techni-
ques of data mining, data visualization, and data analysis,
often classed under the misleading label of Big Data
(Economist 2010; Andrejevic 2013; Barocas and Selbst in
press). These technologies integrate the outputs of our
devices into a detailed digital portrait of our dynamic,
desiring lives, one that can be bought, sold, queried, and
exploited at will by those with the financial and technical
ability or wherewithal to do so, sometimes even includ-
ing ourselves (Cohen 2000; Pasquale 2010; Nissenbaum
2011b).

Yet the interactionist model of emotion, which seems
well placed to help unpack some of the complex privacy
questions associated with these aforementioned socio-
technical phenomena, has a tenuous place in recent
scholarship on information privacy, particularly in legal
and policy discourse.1 Ethnographic studies such as
Christena Nippert-Eng’s Islands of Privacy (2010) or
Sherry Turkle’s Alone Together (2011) have drawn atten-
tion to the lived experience of privacy as a personal mat-
ter of emotional importance, but skirt explicit analysis of
emotion’s place in the nexus of privacy practice, design,

and policy. And with much of the debate around infor-
mation privacy conducted in the language of behavioral
economics, the lived nuances and messy complexities of
how ordinary people engage with their own feelings
about information privacy tend to be bracketed as nonra-
tional, and outside of the scope of legal and technical
analyses. The otherwise strong work of Alessandro
Acquisti (Acquisti and Grossklags 2005), Lorie Faith
Cranor (Hourcade et al. 2014), and others exploring the
behavioral science behind privacy preferences is none-
theless grounded in rational choice as a model to enable
claims about future behavior, and by extension to shape
design and policy solutions (Garvin 1998; Wang et al.
2011; Acquisti 2012; Acquisti, Brandimarte, and Loewen-
stein 2015). This work has usefully highlighted the con-
cepts of information asymmetries and bounded
rationality in the behavior of individual actors online.
However, this scholarship has difficulty transcending its
own frame of reference to offer broader insights on the
subjective experience of online life, and why people act
in the “irrational” ways they seem to do.

As a result of its circumscribed focus, the policy
agenda working to strengthen online privacy norms has
tended to focus on relatively narrow questions such as
the efficacy of notice and consent and its practical imple-
mentation (Barocas and Nissenbaum 2009; Cranor 2012;
Balebako et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014). This work is
valuable, but insufficient. It is not simply the case that, as
Julie Cohen has noted, people find it “difficult to assess
the future significance off a loss of privacy, much less to
compare that future harm with a currently offered bene-
fit” (Cohen 2000, 1397). Some scholarship in this vein
implicitly treats the “irrationality” of everyday citizens
online as a fault to be lamented, and not a more complex
phenomenon to be explored on its own terms. To
observe that people “are demonstrably bad” at sacrificing
present convenience for future value risks misreading,
and reifying, behaviors as either “rational” and “irratio-
nal.” My argument is not meant to dismiss or disregard
the findings of behavioral privacy scholars, but instead to
fill in the gaps where analyses of rational choice come up
short. Grounding arguments about information privacy
in an embodied account of the individual, her context of
information technology use, and the longer history of
subjective sensations of perception and feeling reframes
privacy discussions toward what Daniel Solove terms
“a more nuanced view,” closely grounded in the welter of
real-life thinking, feeling, and experience (Solove 2007).

Privacy and the mediated senses

In the digital landscape surveyed by information privacy
advocates, feelings are hardly absent. Today, emotion is
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big business in the world of computational media, and
the networked expressions of emotions are increasingly
subjected to what historian of science Otniel Dror calls
“the discourse of numbers” (Dror 2001). Text-based sen-
timent analysis, facial recognition technologies, and self-
tracking by adherents to the “quantified self” movement
are just three manifestations of the close contact between
data, our subjective feelings about the world, and our
physical feeling-out of it. This quantizing stance has
already engendered pushback; indeed, when boyd and
Crawford (2012) ask “Do numbers speak for them-
selves?” the answer is a resounding “’no’” (666). Yet as
the 2014 Facebook emotional contagion episode sug-
gests, data analytics are nonetheless increasingly applied
to our interactions with information technologies to pro-
duce volumes of information about our patterns of emo-
tional expression and behavior—data that are analyzed
and processed far outside our awareness or control
(Andrejevic 2013). Widely varied contemporary digital
businesses seek to track, correlate, and predict online
consumer behavior: Emoticons, emoji, and animated
graphics allow individuals to emote, and be tracked, digi-
tally. As Mark Andrejevic observes, “In such approaches
statistical proxies for affective intensities displace refer-
ence, meaning, and comprehension” (54)—in other
words, marketers are less interesting in learning the why
and wherefore of the expression of online feeling if they
can get enough of a sense of its general tones and moods
to effectively sell products and services.

Contemporary information privacy scholars argue
that these technological developments expose clumsy,
outdated assumptions about the conceptual definition of
privacy itself (Cohen 2000; Solove 2006a). Instead of
conceiving privacy as perhaps tenuous control over per-
sonal data or necessarily imperfect knowledge of how
that data is being used, Helen Nissenbaum locates the
germ of privacy in the notion of “contextual integrity,”
which she defines as the “contextually appropriate” flows
of information online (Nissenbaum 2011b). In Nissen-
baum’s view, personal information should circulate
according to its rightful place in the complex and
dynamic social texture of our lives. Yet at the same time
that emotion’s role in the design and use of information
technologies is an increasingly prominent subject in
technical and conceptual work on digital media, particu-
larly by scholars in the subfield of computer science
known as human–computer interaction (HCI), emotion
is largely silent as a critical area for privacy’s context to
be understood.

Early scholarship in HCI and emotion focused on
aspects of machine learning and cognition, and the prac-
tical ability and desirability of information systems to be
able to “read” and categorize human feelings (Picard

2000). This work is grounded in what Kirsten Boehner
(2007) and her coauthors term an “informational”model
of feeling, in which emotions are quantifiable inputs to
be measured and processed by the machine, building on
a long history stretching back to the development of
physiological classification as a recognized medical spe-
cialty in the nineteenth century (Dror 2001). However,
recent work in HCI has advocated for a more explicitly
interactionist approach to emotion and a focus on the
contextual specificity of feeling, a view that chimes neatly
with the work of Nissenbaum and others on privacy. In a
reiteration of the interactionist model of emotion
advanced by Hochschild, Boehner and her coauthors
contend that even in matters computational, “Emotion is
an intersubjective phenomenon, arising in encounters
between individuals or between people and society, an
aspect of the socially-organized life world we both
inhabit and reproduce” (Boehner et al. 2007, 280).

Given that interactionist approaches to emotion in
HCI are a relatively recent development (Gay et al.
2008), it is perhaps unsurprising that, in general, emo-
tion has not yet come to play a major role in the interwo-
ven technical, policy, and design debates around
information privacy (Nippert-Eng 2007). Yet the interac-
tive turn in HCI suggests that these discussions would
benefit from a greater focus on emotion and privacy
paired together as a complex, subjective experience par-
ticularly amenable to creative design solutions. Implicit
in an interactionist model of emotion is the view that
feeling is intimately tied to our physical perception of
reality as conveyed through the senses; social science
research has buttressed the view that emotions and sense
perception condition our subjective constructions of pri-
vacy, online and off. 2 In the 1970s, anthropologist Irving
Altman observed that while our understanding of what
privacy entails differs based on cultural context and indi-
vidual proclivity, managing our sense of world to carve
out a private, autonomous space for individual dwelling
is nonetheless a common concern for cultures of all
sorts—what Nippert-Eng describes as “islands of pri-
vacy” now increasingly under threat from the rising tide
of digital connectivity (2010). The ways in which we con-
struct these subjective private spaces are implicitly affec-
tive. “Privacy regulation,” Altman writes, “involves more
than use of the physical environment alone, but includes
a variety of verbal, nonverbal, environmental, and cul-
tural mechanisms” (Altman 1977). According to Altman,
humans maintain the parameters of privacy through the
construction and maintenance of “barriers,” some physi-
cal and material, some mental and emotional; most of
these barriers are assemblages of various cultural, psy-
chological, and material factors. Altman concludes that
“the ability to regulate interaction is necessary for
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individual and cultural survival,” citing the complex
arrangements of a variety of cultures around the world
as examples of the ways in which physical space and
mental life can interact to provide different iterations of
an individual sense of privacy (Altman 1977, 82). For a
contemporary example of this mix of physical, psycho-
logical and social elements, consider the diversity and
complex use dynamics of window coverings in dense
urban spaces, in which public and private actors interact
both in person and at a distance—such as along New
York City’s elevated High Line park (Nissenbaum and
Varnelis 2012).

Implicit in Altman’s insight is that affect and emotion
are central elements facilitating and prompting our
socialized sense of what is an appropriate privacy-
preserving behavior. Moreover, emotions work in con-
junction with numerous other sociotechnical elements to
foster culturally contextual privacy situations: the built
environment; patterns of movement and mobility; sym-
bolic cues, rituals, and traditions; and technologies,
including by extension our electronic and digital media.
Of course, the notion of “context” itself can sometimes
be a moving target, with social mores changing so
quickly under the influence of new technologies that
what is “appropriate” and what is not becomes a blurry
and contested notion (Bellanova 2011). Yet the dyna-
mism of an individual’s context is precisely what links
together one’s sense of the private self per se with one’s
own feelings. Legal scholar Julie Cohen’s conception of
the salience of privacy to the freedom and autonomy of
the individual is worth quoting at length:

The self who is the real subject of privacy law and policy
is socially constructed, emerging gradually from a preex-
isting cultural and relational substrate. … Privacy shel-
ters dynamic, emergent subjectivity from the efforts of
commercial and government actors. … It protects the
situated practices of boundary management through
which the capacity for self-determination develops.
(Cohen 2013, 905)

Cohen is right to emphasize not merely the contex-
tual, but also the dynamic and reciprocal nature of pri-
vacy: one that develops in and is reinforced by emotional
reflection and self-determination.

Implicit in the work of both Nissenbaum and Cohen
are the same societal concerns expressed by anthropolo-
gists like Altman, sociologists such as Nippert-Eng, and
computer security experts like Schneier: that the rich
diversity of life experiences both online and off will
become increasingly trammeled, channeled, or eroded by
the loss of privacy prompted by corporate and govern-
ment data collection and data mining. Emotion is an
implicit element within the broader theory of contextual
integrity, though Nissenbaum does not specify it as a

major component; emotions are just as central, though
again implicit, to Cohen’s vision of the dynamic and
reflexive digital subject. I suggest we need to understand
the construction of informational privacy actively
through our senses, including our emotions, as embodied
individuals with a particular subjective perspective on
the world. The work of scholars such as Nissenbaum,
Cohen, Altman and Nippert-Eng points toward the same
important, but by no means fatal, omission in current
information privacy research and design work, which I
seek to correct: a lack of attention to the visceral, every-
day experience of human emotion in digital media use as
a key factor that shapes privacy decision making. How
these feelings take shape is the subject for the next por-
tion of the article.

A phenomenology of information privacy

At once sensory, intersubjective, and contextual, our
emotions resist pigeonholing. Our sense of privacy is
also a subjective, sensory, and contextual phenomenon
at both the micro (personal) and macro (systemic) levels;
it follows that we express feelings for, and preferences
about, our information privacy online through words,
thoughts, deeds, and emotions. The contexts for these
feelings shape what we intuit as “appropriate” in terms
of privacy, and vice versa—the particular subjective
experience of privacy in a given situation conditions our
emotional responses to online interactions, and about
our particular privacy-related expectations, beliefs, and
behaviors. Most critically, our feelings interact inele-
gantly with the digital information technologies at
hand—or, more accurately, our technologies interact
inelegantly with us. Today’s digital media scramble and
subvert the ways we perceive, understand, and express
the emotional nuances of our privacy preferences; this is
the central problem linking design, embodied experience,
and policy that needs to be unpacked.

One way to illustrate the disjunctions between our
subjective feelings about privacy and the digital affordan-
ces influencing our online actions is through an explora-
tion of the material layers, or levels, of our digital media
devices (Fransman 2002; Solum and Chung 2003). Since
Clifford Nass and his colleagues demonstrated that com-
puters serve as genuinely social actors (Nass, Steuer, and
Tauber 1994), the research agendas of both media studies
scholars and digital designers alike have become increas-
ingly interested in exploring the social capabilities and
psychological impacts of computational media (Norman
1989; Montfort and Bogost 2009). Interaction theorist
Donald Norman’s discussion of the emotional affordan-
ces of everyday technological objects is one recent well-
known study in this area (Norman 2005). My own
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analysis draws on Nass, Norman, and on the design par-
adigm of embodied interaction as described by Paul
Dourish (2004) to show how we as embodied individuals
“feel” the nuances of these media layers out. Dourish
defines embodied interaction as “the creation, manipula-
tion, and sharing of meaning through engaged interac-
tion with artifacts” (126). Social computing and social
media, wearable computers, and mobile devices are all
offshoots of the attention digital media hardware and
software designers now pay to the way we create mean-
ing in lived everyday experience—particularly, I argue,
meaning through feeling.

Analyses of the layers of media often start at the level
of infrastructure, but my initial subject here is hardware:
the plastic materiality of the devices with which we inter-
act to get and stay online. In terms of style and function-
ality, the objects through which we access the Internet
have changed considerably over the past quarter century,
but our subjective emotional attachment to the individ-
ual pieces of hardware themselves has remained con-
stant, and perhaps even increased in an age of
smartphones carried close to the skin. Our embodied
relationship with our digital tools is not simply interac-
tive; this relationship is also fundamentally accretive.
The philosopher Martin Heidegger claimed that tools are
most subjectively “present” to us when they break down,
but tools will not break unless we use them first; it is nec-
essary to build up a portfolio of practice with any tool.
The learning curve of using a new device, and its own
design affordances and failings, dictate how often these
devices fail to respond in the ways we want them to
do, and how we become accustomed to their foibles
(Heidegger 1972; Sennett 2009). Reinforcing these con-
ceptual insights is a burgeoning literature in technology
repair and reuse, which has underscored the material
temporality of digital devices. Steven Jackson (2014) and
other scholars of repair have noted that our machines
age with us: Hard casings grow scratched and dented;
screens are battered and beaten up.

For some, these signs of wear and tear on a device are
anathema, prompting the purchase of cases and protec-
tors to preserve the faultless newness of the physical
object; others, as documented in the press (Wax 2013),
seem to take cracked iPhone screens or dented casings as
badges of pride, and proof of the weathering of life’s
slings and arrows. Still other users occupy a middle
ground, suffering damage to their devices but eager to
upgrade when they have the financial or technical where-
withal. The personalization of hardware can also be
deliberately accretive. Laptop users routinely affix decals
and stickers to the back of their machines to personalize
them, much as travelers once bedecked their trunks and
musicians still decorate their guitar cases. Smartphone

owners consistently bedazzle their units with jewels,
cases, and other adornments, and even desktop users in
institutional settings apply talismanic personal objects to
the tops of their computer monitors. In a variety of ways,
people forge subjective, personal connections with the
devices they possess or work with on a regular basis,
whether through preservation, modification, or
decoration.

These individuating marks on hardware devices are
often “felt” both with the hand (in the form of the texture
of a scratched laptop or the ribbing of a new smart phone
case) and with the heart. HCI scholars Alexander
Meschtscherjakov, David Wilfinger, and Manfred
Tscheligi have developed the concept of “mobile attach-
ment,” defined as “a cognitive and emotional target-
specific bond connecting a person’s self and a mobile
phone that is dynamic over time and varies in strength”
(Meschtscherjakov, Wilfinger, and Tscheligi 2014, 2319).
The authors identify empowerment, enrichment, and
gratification as three powerful motivators for this attach-
ment; interaction theorist Sherry Turkle goes further,
suggesting that these positive motivating factors prompt
humans to turn their devices into what she terms “evoca-
tive objects” through their status as fellow travelers in
our personal experience and as mediators of that same
subjective life (Turkle 2007).3 Turkle suggests that digital
networks have pushed a cultural sense of “other-direct-
edness” to a new extreme: “Without a firm inner sense of
purpose,” she writes, “people [now look] to their neigh-
bors for validation,” easily accomplished through digital
communications (Turkle 2011, 161). Instead, I suggest
that hardware devices become enlisted as feeling actors
in of themselves precisely because it is through them that
we are able to engage socially with others—our phones
and tablets become, to modify Bruno Latour’s term,
“emotive actants” (Latour 1992; Latour 2005).

These emotional attachments to and through hard-
ware frequently activate and engage a user’s willingness
to take actions to protect the privacy of the hardware
object in particular, in part because hardware is some-
thing users manage in a literally “hands-on” fashion.
Users expend considerable time and attention ensuring
that their devices, particularly their smartphones, are
with physically present on their persons, fully charged
and ready to use. Users also tend to be reluctant to lend
these devices to strangers, and protect their smartphones
as they would protect their wallets and other valuable
personal possessions—to the extent that Google and
other companies are actively seeking to integrate the
functions of the latter into the former (Versace 2013).
And when a particular hardware object is lost or dam-
aged, users tend to react emotionally, and not merely
because such breakage jeopardizes our digital connection
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with other people. These devices feel “trusty,” objects
that we are attached to; their loss produces emotions
that, if more or less fleeting, are nonetheless certainly
nonephemeral.

Intimately buttressing our emotional connection to
hardware is our engagement with the software interfaces
through which we access the online world. It is no acci-
dent that 86% of respondents in Pew’s September 2013
survey on privacy claimed to have “Cleared cookies and
browser history” as a way to protect their privacy online,
a simple yet intimate intervention accomplishable via a
browser’s interface with a few clicks of a mouse (Rainie
et al. 2013).4 Most mobile devices are run by an operat-
ing system stored within the device itself. The enormous
public outcry prompted by Apple’s update to iOS 6,
which replaced Google Maps with a proprietary Maps
application ridiculed for its gross inaccuracies, illustrates
the ways in which our experiences with an operating sys-
tem can prompt strong emotions (Rodriguez 2012), a
principle well known to user experience designers. Video
game researchers in particular have explored how the
hardware and software interfaces of our devices work
together in practice to prompt particular visceral sensa-
tions and feelings in users (Juul 2010). The longer we use
a particular device with a particular interface, the more
we personalize its settings and note its quirks; we develop
a positive, felt connection with the experience of using
the particular device, “our” device. The decline of the
Research in Motion (RIM) BlackBerry has been in part
attributed to corporate information technology (IT)
departments bowing to the pressure from their employ-
ees to support smartphones made by Apple or Samsung,
precisely because these devices were customizable to the
liking of their individual users and used continuously
outside of the workplace. In a similar vein, one of the
advertised attractions of cloud-based services like Drop-
box and Gmail is that these products provide a persona-
lizable account interface that persists across multiple
pieces of institutional or public hardware. Other meth-
ods of personalization such as “skinning,” or modifying
the aesthetic features of the interface, also help users
build feelings of comfort, familiarity, and attachment to
the hardware and software through which they interact
with a digital device—a feature that even a pizza com-
pany such as Domino’s has incorporated into its digital
interface.

Earlier, I noted that the context for our feelings shapes
what we intuit as “appropriate” in terms of our desire for
privacy. Yet our affective and emotional connection to
the hardware and interfaces of our devices is precisely
what prompts us to be less conscious, and thus less
uneasy, about what is the most critical element of infor-
mation privacy: our device content, our own “small”

trails of data and metadata. Scholars at MIT recently
made the seemingly diffuse and intangible connection
between online behavior and real-world physicality clear
with a project provocatively titled Pavlov Poke, which
one of its founders describes as “a shocking solution to
Facebook and email addiction” (Morris and McDuff
2013, online). The researchers devised a mechanism that
administers an electric shock to the Internet user who
accesses Facebook or e-mail services too frequently.
While cheeky in its conceptualization, Pavlov Poke’s
originators write seriously about their desire that devices
such as theirs assist individuals in the process of “affec-
tive self-discovery,” as a way to fend off the addictive
properties of digital technology and to make the link
between online data flows and offline behavior more
palpable.

Yet design projects such as Pavlov Poke are the excep-
tion rather than the rule: Because users do not generally
experience the circulation of intangible digital data
through sense perception; they do not “feel” for its loss
and possible misuse in visceral, embodied, emotional
ways. As such, our understanding of the appropriateness
of the flows of our personal data, and incorporation of
these data into and analysis through large data sets, is
highly skewed. This blind spot persists in part because
our bundled hardware and software interfaces are richly
appreciable through multiple sensory channels: We see a
device’s buttons, hear its alarms and beeps, caress its
touch screen, smell the plastic cover that we have pur-
chased to protect it, perhaps even hold it in our mouth
and taste it while we tie our shoes. And in being drawn
emotionally to the connectivity and interactivity these
devices enable, and the personal history they represent as
material artifacts, we become attached to the objects and
interfaces themselves, not necessarily to their contents.
But much of the data we produce on a daily basis, partic-
ularly our metadata, is not traditionally connected to
these phenomenological, sensory attributes. Worse, digi-
tal data is famously replicable, transferable, and shareable
beyond the bounds of our senses; we are not immediately
threatened by third-party access to data because its pro-
miscuity is, on a visceral level, unrealized and so in some
sense unreal to our everyday lived experience (Stark and
Tierney 2013).

These data are part of what legal scholar Ian Kerr
terms the set of our personal “emanations” (Kerr and
McGill 2007), informational ephemera shed inadver-
tently during the course of everyday life. Such data rarely
seem worthy of notice, and the intangibility of data
prompts users to feel less strongly about the fate of par-
ticular digital artifacts than they would material ones.
Consider a thought experiment: Print out twenty of your
favorite digital photographs, place them in a photo
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album, and then go about setting the album on fire. Even
though there are still digital copies of these photographs
in your possession, the investment in a material iteration
will still likely prompt you to hesitate before lighting the
match. Different types of data do prompt differing emo-
tional responses based on content, context, and situation:
Your digital photo library means more to you viscerally
and emotionally than the particular copy of Microsoft
Word or Adobe Acrobat running on your computer, just
as the material on your Facebook profile might become
particularly socially and emotionally charged after a
breakup or a death (Gershon 2010). Yet as numerous
scholars exploring the implications of Big Data analytics
have observed, it is often the aggregation of multiple
data points culled from our routine interactions with dig-
ital devices of all sorts that are both most ineffable, and
most effective in abrogating privacy and enabling wide-
spread surveillance (boyd and Crawford 2012; Cohen
2013)—and these are precisely the data in which we have
the least visceral, least emotional investment.

The heterogeneous emotional responses prompted by
different categories of personal information can give rise
to what one might term “data myopia”: the inability to
see the “big picture” forest of comprehensive data profil-
ing through the trees of our own particular, partial expe-
riences of sharing personal information in a limited way.
Because individual experience does not always feel
unsafe, users are viscerally disengaged from the seem-
ingly abstract dangers of data collection and aggregation,
even if they know such risks exist. Our lack of felt con-
nection to the aggregation of our everyday data, and our
resulting data myopia, influence our broader attitudes
toward information privacy and the appropriate flows of
our personal information at a societal level.

Much of the time, our embodied interactions with our
devices seem, if not entirely personal and private, then at
least adequately “contextual.” As Pew’s research suggests,
users do have some knowledge about cookies, third-party
data brokers, and many other threats to privacy online;
the Snowden revelations have also raised general aware-
ness about digital privacy and surveillance (Madden
2014). Users do whatever they feel they can to protect
themselves from these threats; nonetheless, the machina-
tions of Big Data analytics seem disconnected—thus
far—from the emotional landscape of everyday life, and
thus not something that it is possible to devote too much
worry about. Once a person becomes a victim of a phish-
ing scheme or other form of online fraud, concerns
around online privacy do tend to increase, as do the
actions taken to protect one’s personal data. This aware-
ness of information privacy threats, and a desire to pro-
tect oneself against them, is also generational: In Pew’s
study, young adults aged 18–29 were most likely to have

taken concrete steps to protect their information privacy
from hackers, advertisers, and others (Rainie et al. 2013).
Yet in general, it is difficult to know whether the flow of
our information is emotionally appropriate if we have no
emotional connection whatsoever to the flow itself; for
users less familiar with the embodied experience of digi-
tal life, these flows often remain mysterious.

Making data, and privacy, visceral

In 1890, lawyer Samuel D. Warren and future Supreme
Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis wrote “The Right to
Privacy,” a piece so seminal and familiar to American
privacy scholarship that its ongoing intellectual genera-
tivity can be overlooked (Warren and Brandeis 1984).
The topic of emotion is a case in point. Warren and
Brandeis contend that emotion has always played a
prominent part in the concept of personal identity: It
was “regard for human emotions,” the authors declare,
which “soon extended the scope of personal immunity
beyond the body of the individual” and into legal reme-
dies such as nuisance law, slander, and libel (75). Warren
and Brandeis suggest a civil law privacy tort precisely
because it is a remedy to insure the law can accommo-
date “compensation … granted for mere injury to the
feelings” (78). And while a hundred years of American
civil law have focused on the relationship between pri-
vacy and property, Warren and Brandeis are just as
invested in the link between privacy and emotion. “If,
then,” the authors write in regard to intellectual property
cases, there is “a general right to privacy for thoughts,
emotions, and sensations, these should receive the same
protection, whether expressed in writing, or in conduct,
in conversation, in attitudes, or in facial expression”
(82). The broader principle of Warren and Brandeis’s
argument is clear: that, “emotions and sensations
demanded legal recognition” (76). The individual to be
safeguarded through the authors’ famous formulation of
“the right to one’s personality” is an explicitly emotional
person.

The privation implicit in the word “privacy” is a sen-
sory and embodied privation: We have the right, accord-
ing to Warren and Brandeis, not to be seen when we do
not wish to be seen or where we do not wish to be seen,
not to be overheard in private conversations, and not to
be interfered with in our thinking and feeling persons.
Yet in a peculiar reversal, contemporary digital technolo-
gies often seem overly invasive precisely because ephem-
eral data about ourselves are kept private from us: We do
not see its accumulation, we do not feel its impact, and
we do not know if it is being used “appropriately” or not.
Users do not feel data’s use and abuse unless that use
and abuse is amplified or mobilized to interfere with
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them in a material way, such as embarrassment, arrest,
or imprisonment. And both corporations and govern-
ments work hard to keep the emotional impact of the
data they possess about us at a minimum. A phenome-
non that I term the “notorious/nobody dichotomy” fre-
quently comes into play within public debates about
these institutional privacy violations: Users are either
singled out for extreme positive or negative attention, or
convinced that because they are so unimportant in the
great mass of the anonymous, aggregated data, they have
”nothing to fear.” Sometimes, as Daniel Solove’s work
illustrates, these strategies are used coincidently at the
same time (Solove 2007).

Yet the lack of care with which large institutions treat
our data speaks to how little these organizations are con-
cerned with its day-to-day abuse, and how extremely
anxious they are about its unauthorized, and therefore
emotionally resonant, release. Online collective Anony-
mous has claimed to have hacked the databases of com-
panies such as Sony, and released users’ nonsensitive
personal information, in order to expose poor corporate
security practices (Meyers 2011). These hacking inci-
dents have prompted considerable institutional and law
enforcement pushback against Anonymous, without
much action to foster or impose better standards for cor-
porate data security. The concern of these large institu-
tions seems not to be about the security of data per se,
but for the management of public feelings about infor-
mation privacy, and by extension the possible pressure
for regulatory and legal remedy, that are often divorced
from the technical reality. Trust is at the heart of the con-
fidence with which we shop online, provide information
to the government, and leave ourselves exposed to the
web of data mining and data analysis rapidly forming
around us (Benkler and Nissenbaum 2006). Yet the
notion of trust is replete with emotional resonances that
can be encouraged by these large actors through con-
scious rhetorical strategies quite different from their
actual practices. The institutions that manage our data
thus have every incentive to suppress or disinhibit nega-
tive visceral reactions to information privacy breaches
and similar incidents—witness the outraged description
of retailer Target’s predictive marketing algorithms,
designed to target expectant mothers, as “creepy,” a
often-used term that captures the mix of emotional and
visceral repulsion a loss of trust provokes (Duhigg 2012).

In light of the intimate connections between our feel-
ings, our data, and ourselves, what can be done to carry
the body’s emotional insights into the practical world of
technical, regulatory, policy, and design work on infor-
mation privacy? How can we as individual users feel
close enough to our data to make the awareness of infor-
mation privacy an emotional, even visceral experience?

Two design strategies have predominated in attempting
to provide technical answers for privacy protection
(Hoepman 2014). Interpreted through an analytic lens
focusing on emotions, these can be described as (a) pro-
voking users to feel more attached to their personal data,
and thus more inclined to consider its appropriate use
from an emotional as well as a cognitive perspective; and
(b) to separate identifiable data from users, and ensure
information possessed by external entities is less tied to
our bodies, selves, and the things we care about. Encryp-
tion—binding data with individual private keys—is
exemplary of the first category, bringing data more
closely into our emotional, embodied, and individual
spheres of subjectivity; anonymization, on the other
hand, aims to separate data from its pointers to our indi-
viduality (Spiekermann and Cranor 2009; Dwork and
Mulligan 2013). Both encryption and anonymization
have faced technical and logistical challenges; moreover,
a focus on privacy as context makes it clear that neither
technique is useful or appropriate at all times or in all sit-
uations (de Montjoye et al. 2015). While the most com-
prehensively “private” technical systems will make use of
both encryption and anonymization deployed together,
these techniques are not enough, even in tandem, when
applied sparsely or inconsistently. One stronger technical
solution would be to design systems that make anonym-
ization and encryption bedrock principles, values
assumed to be vital to the root user experience prior to
anything else—one such system is Calyx Internet Access,
founded by Nicholas Merrill in an attempt to build a pri-
vacy-oriented browser from the ground up (McCullagh
2012).

A third, more speculative approach builds on the
principles of what Donald Norman terms “visceral
design.” In the 2005 Emotional Design, Norman suggests
that design elicits an emotional response at three differ-
ent registers: the visceral level, the behavioral level, and
the reflective level. While the reflective level connects a
design with our cognitive responses and the behavioral
level tracks to how we actively use a product, a design’s
visceral level consists of its “look, feel and sound,” the
materiality of an artifact as it is deployed to enable the
artifact’s intended function. Norman assigns viscerality
to the realm of appearance and sensation, where “heft”
and “sensuality,” “shape and form matter” (Norman
2005, 69). Norman claims that humans “are exquisitely
attuned to receive powerful emotional signals from the
environment that get interpreted automatically at the
visceral level,” at the level of affective response (65).
Instead of endorsing Norman’s somewhat reductive clas-
sification in its entirety, I suggest visceral design can be
understood more broadly in relation to the interactionist
model of emotion in HCI already described. As such, I
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advocate for making privacy visceral through interaction
and form-factor design across multiple senses. This
vision of “visceral privacy” entails agreement between a
user’s subjective sense of information privacy and the
objective material conditions of that user’s data.

Seeing and hearing are the faculties most explicitly
and consistently engaged with by information technolo-
gists and interaction designers, particularly in terms of
the machine/human interaction (Friedberg 2009). Yet
designers of information technologies have also implic-
itly engaged with two other human senses: the physical
sensation of touch, and emotions—the “feel” and the
“feeling.” The historical advent of personal computing
entailed an industry need to translate the robustly mate-
rial fields of ergonomics and human kinetics into design
principles enabling the comfortable manipulation of dig-
ital data by a range of users; today, haptic interfaces and
wearable computing are major growth areas in commer-
cial product development, and smell and taste are also
being explored with increasing frequency in interface
design studies (Brave and Dahley 1997; Obrist et al.
2014; Feldman and Kuber 2015). Engaging the senses of
taste and smell through information technology has
never been commercially successful, though not for lack
of trying; recent product developments (Broverman
2013; Scentee 2013) may indicate renewed interest.

How to translate these design insights into interactive
systems that make manifest the emotional dynamics of
information privacy is a difficult yet stimulating chal-
lenge. Like gesture and touch, emotions have also long
implicitly been of interest to the designers, producers,
and marketers of various information technologies—but
not always in a critical or emancipatory way. The mate-
rial objects and marketing strategies for twentieth-
century media technologies such as radio and television
set were saturated with appeals to both the physicality
and emotional charge of a device and its context of use.
Appeals to emotion and touch have often gone hand in
hand: The relationship between the depictions of bodies
and media artifacts has long been carefully choreo-
graphed in consumer advertising. Manufacturers of con-
sumer electronics continue to seek to influence both the
particular contexts in which their products might be
used, and how we as users feel and think about those
contexts in turn.

The next frontier in privacy by design is to turn this
engagement toward emotion on its head: By developing
user interfaces that exploit haptic and aromatic technolo-
gies alongside visual and auditory strategies, digital
objects can provoke a reflective emotional response tied
to the user’s visceral sense of privacy. Methodologies
such as critical design and reflective design (Dunne and
Raby 2005; Sengers et al. 2005) have a key role to play in

envisioning prototype technologies that explore this
practice of what I call “data visceralization”—making the
tie between our feelings and our data visible, tangible,
and emotionally appreciable (Stark 2014). The Pavlov
Poke project is a strong example of the type of design
work scholars might pursue as part of a move toward
making visceral design a critical analytic tool in informa-
tion privacy studies. These sorts of systems should range
from proof-of-concept systems intended to jolt us into a
new, and perhaps more critical, understanding of pri-
vacy’s salience to consumer-grade products and services
available to a wide range of users. Yet overall, a commit-
ment to the concept of visceral privacy must involve
focusing on how digital tools and technologies can work
to help make abstract information have both a meaning-
ful visceral and reflective impact on users.

Integrating the new technical and design strategies
described in the preceding with novel policy and regula-
tory solutions is the final, and most complicated, piece in
adding emotional context to the information privacy
puzzle. As Nissenbaum (2011a) observes, law and tech-
nology are deployed together to mutually reinforcing
regulatory effect in a number of online activities, includ-
ing the enforcement of intellectual property and copy-
right law. For law and technology to work effectively
together to safeguard information privacy’s emotional
context, more attention will need to be paid to the spe-
cific situations in which each shapes human experience
through the affordances of particular technological
objects. Conceptual, technical, and policy protections
intended to safeguard our information privacy will fail if
they do not acknowledge and meaningfully engage
within their design and implementation with the emo-
tional contexts, and material, embodied patterns of
action, through which people feel more or less private
(Taslitz 2002).

Information scholar Katie Shilton has written persua-
sively on the importance of what she terms “values
levers”: “practices that pry open discussions about values
in design and help [to] build consensus around social
values as design criteria” (Shilton 2013, 376). These
moments of sociotechnical contestation facilitate eluci-
dation of, and reflection on, shared social values like
privacy, and their subsequent translation into concrete
design decisions. Attention to the emotional context of
information privacy can and should act as a central value
lever in current debates around how to safeguard our
autonomy and self-determination within a connected
world. Here is considerable scope for further ethno-
graphic research mapping the emotional complexities of
how we apprehend our own information privacy, and
how our feelings shape thoughts, habits and behaviors in
our interaction with digital media. Recent works on how
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young people experience information privacy are models
for this type of scholarship (Gershon 2010; boyd and
Marwick 2011; Hasinoff and Shepherd 2014). Drawing
out the ties between our private selves, our feelings, and
the devices we use every day is difficult precisely because
these embodied connections have often been felt but not
articulated. In tracing the links between information
privacy, human emotion, and digital media, I urge schol-
ars, policymakers, and the public to overcome their sense
of data myopia, and to feel the urgency of information
privacy in the gut.
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Notes

1. This problem is nicely exemplified by an exchange
between Daniel J. Solove and Ann Bartow on the occasion
of the 2006 publication of Solove’s now-canonical article
“A Taxonomy of Privacy” (2006a). In response, Bartow
faulted Solove’s taxonomy for, in her words, suffering
“from too much doctrine, and not enough dead bodies”
(2006, 52). Chiding Solove for having produced for an
overly dry schema of little practical use, Bartow declared
that “a more effective taxonomy would dramatically and
thoroughly document the consequences of privacy viola-
tions in very visceral, dramatic ways” (61). Nonetheless,
Bartow herself provided only a few “real-world” cases of
information privacy harms. In reply, Solove protested that

the point of his original piece had not been to “spark the
reader’s anger or concern”; rather, Solove defended his
taxonomy as a descriptive model to elucidate how “pri-
vacy is much more than just ‘feelings of unease’ … even if
it doesn’t involve oozing blood, financial ruin, or outra-
geous humiliation” (2006b, online). Both Solove and Bar-
tow were in apparent agreement that visceral human
feeling is central to even the most quotidian concerns
around information privacy. Yet neither examined the
close connection between information privacy and feel-
ings, uneasy or not, in depth. One major exception to the
general lack of interest in emotion and privacy in the law
is Taslitz’s 2002 article, which suggests recasting the
Fourth Amendment in affective terms.

2. Hochschild (2003) suggests that emotion can be understood
as a sixth human sense, connected to but also standing apart
from the traditional five. The senses are a helpful framework
within which to consider our emotions: Often triggered by
smells, sights, touch, tastes, and sounds, our feelings help us
interpret the world around us, and in doing shape our
actions, behaviors and perceptions of the world in return.

3. Perhaps the most poignant and unsettling recent example
of this human tendency toward anthropomorphic projec-
tion comes from research by the University of Washing-
ton’s Julie Carpenter: soldiers mourning the loss of
military bomb-disposal robots as if they were fallen com-
rades. “‘Those goddamn Mahdi Army scum took him
from this world far too early,’” one soldier posted to an
online chat room; “‘I am sorry for your loss,’” another
wrote in reply (Waldman 2013, online).

4. The Pew survey does not distinguish between Internet
usage on a desktop computer or on a smartphone.
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